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Medical Students Give Back With Food
Rescue Program
A group of students in the Maine Medical Center Tufts University Medical School program,
is setting out to help feed Portland’s hungry
through a new food-rescue program called
BountyShare.
BountyShare is designed to collect unused food
— day-old bread, expired (but not bad) cereals,
overstocked goods, etc. — from local businesses
and deliver it to the Preble Street Soup Kitchen.
The idea seems simple enough, but setting up a
network of volunteers, getting restaurants to sign
on, and earning food-handling certifications has
been a challenge. Jason Hine, the group’s founder
and leader, has never started a charity before.
The inexperience has not deterred him. He says
everyone at the hospital has been very supportive.
From administrative assistants to the Copy Center,
he says people are “coming out of the woodwork to
help.”
Jason, a Connecticut native, was enchanted by
what he saw in Maine — people checking in on
each other, neighbors helping neighbors — and
knew this was the right place to start up a food
rescue program.

The program functions on a network of volunteers.
When a restaurant has a donation available, the
volunteer coordinator sends out an email asking
for someone to pick up the food and deliver it to
the center. Volunteers are responsible for quality
control, and Jason and his partners have received
food-handling certification from the state.
So where does a medical student find the time to
start a charity? Jason says the time commitment
is big, but not overwhelming. He’s able to fit
the work into his busy schedule by just doing a
half-hour at a time. And, the charity is set up to
continue well after he and his classmates graduate.
Joe Conroy, the Soup Kitchen Director at Preble
Street, says they have a lot of mouths to feed, and
are short on resources. In addition to distributing
rescue food, BountyShare volunteers will serve
meals at Preble Street every few months. This way,
they’ll see the firsthand results of their work and be
in touch with those whom they are helping.
BountyShare is currently picking up from two
businesses — Rosemont Bakery and Vaughan
Street Deli — as they continue to build the
program. They are also planning a food drive at the
hospital. To learn more, visit bountyshare.webs.com.
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President’s Message
Doing The Right Thing
One of my guiding
principles as the Chief
Executive Officer is
doing “the right thing.”
Although we all can
agree it is a simple
statement, we also know
there are always existing
reasons for deviating
from it.
Maine Medical Center is who we are today because
we have followed this principle and have placed
our patients first in everything we do.
We have two perfect examples of recent decisions
that typify our commitment to our patients.
The first is our decision to implement a Shared
Electronic Health Record (SeHR). On December
1, we will be the first hospital in the MaineHealth
family to implement this new system. We have
set an ambitious goal to have “One Patient – One
Record.” This bold initiative will be safer for
our patients, reduce unnecessary testing and will
provide physicians, nurses, and all caregivers the
information they need to deliver the very best care
possible. There is both a great deal of excitement
and anxiety as we prepare to launch this new
system. Learning and using a new system will
not be easy. In fact, some may say it is downright
painful. Just like in life, if we choose only the
simple challenges, we will find ourselves not
advancing and not reaching our true potential.
It is our duty and responsibility to our patients to
take this bold step and to do everything we can to
successfully implement this new system.
The second example of “doing the right thing”
has to do with our policy on flu vaccination. The
decision to adopt a “vaccinate or mask” policy
came after careful consideration and consultation
with clinical experts and researching the evidence
and best practices from around the country. We
adopted a policy based on these key ideas:

• People with influenza infection can spread the
disease 24 hours before they have symptoms.
• As a tertiary hospital, we care for the most
vulnerable patients who are at greatest risk for
complications from influenza.
• Health care providers are a source of infectious
disease in health care facilities; outbreaks of 		
influenza have been attributed to unvaccinated
providers.
• Health care providers frequently report to work
despite feeling ill.
• Transmission of influenza is by droplet and by
direct contact.
• Surgical mask use is a primary personal
protection method for prevention of droplet 		
transmissions for both patients and providers.
• Individuals have the right to choose vaccination
or not. The safety of our patients, however, is 		
paramount.
Our policy has led to increased vaccination rates
that have protected our patients and each other,
while giving our employees choice.
We recognize that with change comes the
responsibility to effectively communicate the
reasons for the change. I, along with my leadership,
own this responsibility, and we will continue to
work hard on this front.
Centered around you is more than our slogan, it is
a reminder that our patients are the reason we are
here. These changes will enhance our care delivery
and will improve our outcomes. We are not taking
the easy path; we are taking the right path.
As always, thank you for all that you do.
Respectfully,

Richard W. Petersen
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Getting to know . . .
Don Perkins

Position:

Security Officer

Years at MMC:

A little over four months

What does your job entail?

A little bit of everything. We
screen visitors, enforce MMC’s
non-smoking policy, respond to
“panic alarms,” support the ED
staff, and more.

What people may not know
is that:

I wrote a book, The Barns of
Maine: Our History, Our Stories,
which is now in stores.
In 2007, I began my barn
writings for a Gray-New
Gloucester weekly. I’d profile
a local barn, its owners, and
the associated history. The
community loved it, and I was
urged to compile the columns
into something greater.

MMC Earns
Recognition
from The Joint
Commission
Maine Medical Center was
named one of the nation’s
Top Performers on Key
Quality Measures by The
Joint Commission, the
nation’s leading accreditor
of health care organizations.

Poking around old barns is a
great melding of my interests in
woodworking and history.
I also did my own photography,
which was great as I love to
shoot pictures.

If I could have lunch with
anyone it would be:

I’d like to sit down with an early
Chinese or Japanese poet/haiku
master like Basho or Li Po.
How the old sages conveyed
their wisdom was pretty
incredible, a lost art.

I love working at MMC
because:

It’s simply a first-rate
organization. I feel valued and
get to help people on occasion,
too. It’s great chatting with new
parents, seniors, and kids while
at work. All walks of life come
through these doors; it’s hard to
get bored.
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MMC was recognized by
The Joint Commission for
exemplary performance
in using evidence-based
clinical processes that are
shown to improve care for
certain conditions. Maine
Medical Center, one of just
620 hospitals in the US
earning the distinction of
Top Performer on Key Quality
Measures, was recognized
for its achievement on the
following measure sets:
• Heart Attack  
• Heart failure  
• Pneumonia  
• Surgical care questions
“We’re proud of the
recognition we’ve received
from the Joint Commission,
and credit goes to the
dedicated staff who care for
our patients,” says Doug
Salvador, MD, Vice President
for Quality and Safety. “This
recognition also reflects our
ongoing efforts to provide
the best and safest care,
and our work to continually
improve our delivery of that
care.”
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Around the Medical Center
Patient Care Affordability

Tracheotomy/Ventilator Team Making a Difference
By Joel Botler, MD, Physician Leader of Adult Medicine
Clinical Transformation — improving patient care at a lower cost — offers a glimpse into the future of
health care, and remains a key goal of our Patient Care Affordability initiative.
An important piece of Clinical Transformation, Care Variation Management, brings teams together to
standardize and streamline our processes. One of those teams — and the longest tenured — is working
on our management of tracheotomy/ventilator patients, and results are very positive.
The group is looking at patients’ average length of stay, and specifically at time spent in a Special Care
Unit (SCU) before being moved to AVU, our Assisted Ventilation Unit. These transfers are generally
much more complex because of the conditions of patients.
The team has improved communication and coordination between the two units, and we’ve seen a
significant reduction in the time needed to complete a patient transfer, as well as the overall length of
stay:
• Coordinating and completing the transfer from SCU to AVU has decreased to 1.29 days,
down from 3.4 days
• Average length of stay (in both SCU and AVU) has declined to 36 days from 49 days.
• Equally important, we’ve not had any patients transferred back to SCU in several months,
indicating we’re moving them at the right time, in the correct way.

Are You Ready for Anything?
Emergencies can happen anytime and anywhere without
notice. Everyone should prepare in the event an
emergency causes you to be self-reliant for up to three
days without utilities, emergency services, computers, and
phones.
Preparing can start with four important steps:
• Be informed about possible emergencies
• Identify sources of information in your community
that will be helpful before, during, and after an 		
emergency.
• Build an emergency supply kit.
• Work together and be ready.
We recently marked National Preparedness Month, an
annual campaign to encourage Americans to take steps to
prepare for emergencies in their homes, schools, organizations, businesses, and communities. The Maine Medical
Center Emergency Management Department is taking
steps to be prepared for emergencies, and urges you to do
the same at home and in our community.
To learn more about how you, your family, your business,
and your community can prepare for emergencies and
get involved, please visit the Emergency Management
Intranet site or ready.gov.
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A member of the Portland Police
Department’s Hazardous Devices Unit
checks a “suspicious” van parked at MMC,
part of an Emergency Management Drill
held in September.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

2013 Benefits Enrollment Starts Soon
Benefits Enrollment for 2013 begins Wednesday, November 7. Keep an eye out for more information on
the new 2013 health plans, rates, and HSA (Health Savings Account), which will be arriving in your
mail soon.
In addition, the 2013 Open Enrollment Guide with step-by-step instructions on how to enroll in benefits
will arrive just before Open Enrollment begins.
Five things you need to know about 2013 Benefits:
• Three health plans will be offered in 2013: Healthy Saver Plan, HMO, and Basic Plan.
• An HSA (Health Savings Account) will be offered to participants in the Healthy Saver and
Basic Plan. The HSA works similarly to an FSA, but you can roll over your money year-to-year.
• WOW! Rewards has ended. Anyone who did not complete both the health screening and health
assessment will default to the Basic health plan in 2013.
• You have until December 21 to test negative for tobacco and avoid the higher health insurance
premium for tobacco users. If you test negative any time after December 21, the additional premium 		
will be stopped within three pay periods.
• Open Enrollment runs from November 7 to November 30. You may only enroll for 2013 benefits
during this time.

Life-Saving Seeds
MMC is using a tiny, radioactive seed to help remove breast cancer tumors.
This new technique, Radioactive Seed Localization, involves planting a
rice-size seed into a patient’s tumor. The low level radiation emitted by the seed
helps the surgeon locate the tumor with greater precision, which improves our
outcomes.
Both the cancer and seed are removed during surgery.
Previously, a wire was placed into the tumor. In addition to causing some
patient discomfort, the wire had the potential to move as the patient was transferred from Radiology to
surgery.
An added benefit is that all breast cancer surgeries are performed at our Scarborough Surgery Center,
located near the MMC Cancer Institute, where the seeds are implanted.
MMC is the first hospital in Maine, and one of a handful in New England, to use this method.

Facebook Kudos!
What MMC Facebook visitors are saying about us...
The only hospital that I have complete confidence in. Outstanding care, doctors,
nurses, and techs. Every one is so kind and compassionate. MMC is the best.
I’ve had two wonderful surgery experiences there. I still go there even though I don’t
live in Maine anymore.
Best hospital, best doctors, best nurses! Outstanding quality care and compassion.
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People News
Christopher Sprowl, MD, has been appointed President of Maine Medical
Partners (MMP). In this new position, Chris will play a prominent role in the
integration of the physician services provided through Maine Medical Partners
into Maine Medical Center’s service lines. He will work with both the MMC
senior leadership team, as well as the newly formed MMP Board of Directors,
which was created as part of this integration effort.
Dr. Sprowl comes from PeaceHealth Medical Group, a multi-specialty medical
group based in Washington State, where he was responsible for the clinical and
financial performance of 120 employed providers, a staff of 230, and a budget
Christopher Sprowl
of $40 million. He is Board certified in Family Medicine, and has experience as a
preceptor at University of Colorado School of Medicine and Saint Joseph Hospital
Family Practice Residency Program.
Dr. Sprowl begins in his new position on December 2.
Tim Kafer has joined Maine Medical Center as Vice President of Cardiovascular
Services.
In this new position, Kafer will partner with Physician Leader Bud Kellett, MD,
to lead the service line’s efforts to provide integrated and high-quality care,
education, and research with a focus on patients.
Kafer comes to MMC from WellSpan, a respected Pennsylvania-based health
system with nearly 8,400 employees. At WellSpan, he served as Service Line
Vice President for Cardiovascular Services, with responsibility for the strategic,
clinical, operational, and administrative activities of the service line.

Tim Kafer

Tracey Weigel, MD, has joined Maine Medical Partners as Director of Thoracic
Surgery and Medical Director of the Comprehensive Thoracic Oncology Program.
Dr. Weigel is Board certified in both surgery and thoracic surgery and completed
her fellowship training in both surgical oncology and thoracic oncology. She
specializes in minimally invasive surgical treatment of thoracic (lung, esophageal,
thymic, pleural) malignancies and complex benign esophageal and pulmonary
diseases
and disorders.
Her practice focuses on advanced laparoscopic, thoracoscopic (VATS), and
robotic surgical techniques. Dr. Weigel has been the Chief of Thoracic Surgery at
the University of Wisconsin since 2001.

Tracey Weigel

Susan Doliner, Vice President for Development at MMC, received KeyBank’s
Key4Women Achieve Award during the 2012 Key4Women Forum on October 4.
The Achieve Award is part of KeyBank’s Key4Women program, which has been recognized by the
Kauffman Foundation as a “best practice” for financial institutions serving women business leaders.
Karen Taylor, RN, Nurse Manager, has been honored with the Maine Emergency Nurses Association
Lifetime Achievement Award for her devotion to the practice of emergency nursing, her commitment
to the Maine Council of the Emergency Nurses Association, and her consistent and continued approach
to growing the new emergency nurse.
MMC’s School of Surgical Technology has received national recognition by the National Board of
Surgical Technology and Surgical Assisting for achieving a 90 percent or higher graduate pass rate on
the Certified Surgical Technologist (CST) examination for August 2011 through July 2012.
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Arnold L. Preston, better known as “Pudgie,” made his last delivery in
October. Pudgie was well-known throughout the hospital for his friendly
smile and happy hellos. He says working at MMC was the best 23
years of his life and, “To all of you I worked with and worked around,
I couldn’t have had a better time. I will miss each and every one of you.”
We’ll miss you, too, Pudgie!

WGME-13’s Kim Block shares the spotlight
with BBCH patient Madeline during the 24th
Annual Cares for Kids Telethon Presented
by Rowe Westbrook and Rowe Auburn. The
fundraiser, broadcast by WGME-13, 107.5
Frank FM, and 99.9 The Wolf, brought in
$50,224 for BBCH.
A NEWSLETTER FOR THE MAINE MEDICAL CENTER FAMILY

Bill Horton laughs as Jason Morin gets a face
full of whipped cream at the Environmental
Services United Way pie-throwing fundraiser.
Employees were given the chance to buy a pie
to throw at their supervisors. The event raised
$100 for the United Way.
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MMC Joins Healthy Food Initiative
Maine Medical Center is participating in a national effort to promote healthier lifestyles across the
nation. MMC and all member hospitals in the MaineHealth system have joined the Hospital Healthy
Food Initiative, a program that strives to create a healthier environment by increasing the availability
of nutritious options.
First Lady Michelle Obama is honorary chair of the three-year program, which is sponsored by the
Partnership for a Healthier America.
A formal announcement is expected later this year, but in the meantime, put on your thinking caps,
because we’re going to be asking staff for your thoughts and suggestions to make our cafeterias healthier,
from better nutritional labelling to healthy meal options for kids.
“One of our goals is to provide an opportunity for everyone to participate,” says Tory Rogers, MD,
Director of the Let’s Go! Program and the Kids’ Co-Op at The Barbara Bush Children’s Hospital.

Top Ten Ways to Get Ready for SeHR
1. Embrace the change. Stay positive and keep an open mind.
2. Recognize the long-term value. Yes, it can be frustrating and difficult to learn new things, but the
results will be worth it: patient care will be smoother and safer.
3. Be a SeHR ambassador. Talk with your colleagues and share what you know about SeHR.
4. Commit to prepare, learn, and lead the way. Talk to your supervisor or manager about how your work
processes will change, and familiarize yourself with these changes.
5. Give yourself time. The learning curve is not quick. It can take some time before you feel completely 		
at ease with the technology.
6. Stay informed. Visit the SeHR website, talk to your colleagues. The go-live date is closer than
you think.
7. Sharpen your computer skills. Basic computer training is available on the SeHR website so ask a 		
colleague to help you get started.
8. Take an active role in your learning. Review your required eLearns, attend training, and practice, 		
practice, practice in the Practice Area of the SeHR website.
9. Visit the Shared Electronic Health Record website frequently for the latest news, updates,
Tips & Tricks, FAQs, training information, and resources. Click on the ‘Shared Electronic Health 		
Record’ link on the MMC Intranet site or type my.mainehealth.org/sehr in your browser.
10. Remember that SeHR is all about improving patient care.

The Vocational Services Summer Youth Employment
Program honored Stacey Smith, the first recipient of
the Richard M. Balser Scholarship Award, shown
here with Dick Balser. Stacey was awarded for her
achievements this summer.
The scholarship was created last summer and awarded
by Dick who retired as Director for the Department of
Vocational Services after 42 years of service at MMC.
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Our Quality Commitment
Maine Medical Center is committed to providing information about our quality and safety record that is
clear and understandable. We believe that reporting this information supports our mission to deliver the
most effective and safest care to our patients and community. Most every patient care unit at MMC now
has its own Quality Board, where patients, families, and staff can review certain quality measures at any
time. These boards can also be found in public areas at MMC.
We will report MMC-wide measures in each issue of What’s Happening, as shown below. Please watch
for updates every month, and let us know how we can improve the information provided; write to Judy
Lucas, Interim Director, Center for Performance Improvement, LUCASJ1@mmc.org

Patient Experience: What are patients saying about us?
Measures for July 2012
Communication with doctors
Communication with nurses
Responsiveness of staff
Communication about medicines
Quietness
Care transitions

MMC Rate
93%
83%
70%
61%
42%
58%

MMC Target
79%
76%
66.5%
62%
60%
65%

US Average
80%
76%
60%
60%
58%
65%

Patient Care: How often do we deliver recommended care?
Measure for June 2012
Heart attack
Measures for June 2012
Heart failure
Measures for July 2012
Pneumonia
Surgical care

MMC Rate
99%

MMC Target
98%

US Average
95%

98%

95%

88%

100%
96%

98%
95%

86%
84%

Readmission Rates: How often do our adult patients come back to the
hospital within 30 days of their discharge?
Measure for May 2012

Readmitted within 30 days:

158

Readmission rate:

10%

Smart Pump: How often do we use the safety features?
Measure for May 2012

MMC

76.3%

Target

75%

For further information, visit the Balanced Scorecard on MMC’s intranet or contact the Center for
Performance Improvement at 662-2018.
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September Anniversaries

Linda Allen
50 Years

Janice Mundee
30 years

Denise Lambert
25 Years

Louise White
25 Years

50 Years
Linda Allen, Nursing

20 Years
Susan Cahoon,
Care Management
Kevin Crowley,
Pulmonary Medicine
Katherine Fiedler, Outpatient
Amy Hornblower, Psychiatry
Michelle Kasny, Radiology
Elizabeth Ledue, Psychiatry
Eleanor Mann, Psychiatry
William McFarlane, 		
Psychiatry

Jayme Seehagen, Cath Lab
Bobbi Shirley,
Gibson Pavilion
Sheila Waterhouse, 		
Cardiography
Heidi Wierman, Geriatrics
Henry Wood,
Central Services

Alexander Kappelman, 		
Pharmacy
Amanda Lunt,
Gibson Pavilion
Betsey Osborne,
Circulatory Diseases
Scott Ouillette,
Nutrition Services
Sarah Spaulding,
Birth Center
Lance Tlumac,
Information Services
Molly Venne,
Nutrition Services

45 Years
Beth Turner,
Center for Clinical and 		
Professional Development
40 Years
Walda Gallant,
Cardiology
35 Years
Beverly MacLean, ED
Ellen Pott, Radiology
Laurie Tardif, CICU
30 Years
Marjorie Kennedy,
Central Services
Janice Mundee, ACCU
Catherine Piper, NICU
Lynne White, Nursing
25 Years
Daniel Bell,
Information Services
Laura Burke, Nursing Floats
Kimberly Carnevale,
Birth Center
Daniel Josti,
Environmental Services
Denise Lambert,
Breast Care Center
Nancy MacWilliams, REMIS
Catherine Miller, Radiology
Margo Reagan, R4
Lise Stone,
Anesthesiology & 		
Pain Management
Louise White, R4
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15 Years
Tiffany Bourque,
Nutrition Services
Theresa Carter, OR
Loren Lathrop, Copy Center
Francis Shaboski Jr, 		
Pulmonary Medicine
10 Years
Stephen Assante, 			
Information Services
Martha Bolte, Nursing Offices
Rebecca Breedlove,
Nutrition Services
Philip Carlton, OR
Lori Fields, SCU
William Hines,
Environmental Services
Dorothy Kenney,
Care Management
Katherine Kramer,
Central Services
James Leonetti, Pharmacy
Kenneth Matthews, OR
Mary McMorrow, NICU
Sheila Morrison, CICU
Debra Rothenberg,
Family Medicine

5 Years
James Adams, Engineering
Marie Allen, Development
Ayaovi Alognon, Security
Nicholas Bailey,
Information Services
Brian Barnes, Switchboard
Patricia Beaulieu,
Nuclear Medicine
Monica Bergman, Radiology
Donna Bisbee,
Speech Therapy
Kelly Boyd, OR
Peter Brooks, MMCRI
Jennifer Caron, MMCRI
Deborah Cushing, 			
Neurosciences Center
David DeBoe,
Health Information 		
Management
Melissa Drouin, Birth Center
Lisa Fellows, MMCRI
Yan Gong, MMCRI
Peter Googins, Security
Holly Gray, R3
Tristan Heydolph,
Nutrition Services
Mohamud Hussein,
Building & Grounds
Tyler Johnson,
Anesthesiology & Pain 		
Management

August Correction:
20 Years
Cynthia Cox,
Information Services
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October Anniversaries

Sheri Dirrigl
35 Years

Gregory Cyr
30 Years

40 Years
Linwood Leland,
Information Services
Jules Tremblay, Pharmacy

20 Years
Jodi Dvilinsky,
Central Services
Daniel Flaherty,
Pulmonary Medicine
Irene Simard,
Nutrition Services
Stacey Starbird-Richmond, 		
Diabetes Patient Accounts

35 Years
Sheridan Dirrigl, 			
Epidemiology &
Infection Prevention
Elizabeth Jensen, R6
Robert “Steve” Rohman, 		
Engineering
30 Years
Mary Buteyn,
Nutrition Services
Gregory Cyr, Anesthesia
& Pain Management
Jo-Ann Gillette,
Information Services
Deborah Igo,
Pulmonary Medicine
Linda Roberts, REMIS
25 Years
Patricia Barney, ASU
Kimberly Bassett, Medical 		
and Academic Affairs
Louise Bell, R6
Linda Brady, NICU
Carolyn Bryan, ASU
Sandra Clark,
Nutrition Services
Jonathan Morris, Psychiatry
Patricia Peters, ASU
B Prato, Surgery
Cheryl Stevens, Outpatient
August Valenti, Epidemiology
& Infection Prevention

15 Years
Deborah Amoroso,
Nutrition Services
Christine Bartram, SCU
Mary Biggar, Transplant
Joshua Caporino,
Pulmonary Medicine
Julie Hopkins, Cardiography
Betty Lindsley,
Nutrition Services
Rebecca MacLean, OR
Bonnie Mazerolle, ASU
Kathleen McGarr,
Family Medicine
Alan Morris, Endocrinology
Eric Myers,
Information Services
Scott Palamountain, 		
Anesthesia & Pain 		
Management
Theresa Petitpas, OR
David Tapley, Cath Lab
Tammy Twombly, R7
10 Years
Elaine Allen, SCU
Michelle Blais,
Gibson Pavilion
Carol Bolduc,
Environmental Services
Katherine DiBlasi, SCU
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Kimberly Bassett
25 Years
Christine Fournier,
Brighton FirstCare
Sandra Hannigan, 			
Switchboard
MaryAnn Jimino, Admitting
Jessica MacLean,
Gibson Pavilion
Thomas Mellow, 			
Pulmonology
Abdi Mohamed, Distribution
Paul Pelletier, SCU
Maria Rivet, R3
Christine Schreiber, BBCH
5 Years
Allison Aker, R3
Bethany Allen, Bariatrics
George Allen, Distribution
Angie Axelsen,
Family Birth Center
Holly Ballweg,
Employee Relations
Kathryn Barnes, Switchboard
Caroline Beals,
Occupational Therapy
Emily Berg, MMCRI
Sheila Bornstein, MMCRI
Stephanie Carroll, R9
Paulette Casey,
Linen Processing
Kathryn Clark,
Financial Planning
Kevin Curtis,
Family Medicine
Scott Cyr,
Environmental Services
Tracy Drost, Health 		
Information Management
Andrea Farrar, NICU
Sarah Gibbons, OR

Jonathan Morris
25 Years
Marcia Guay, Pharmacy
Lisa Hawkins, R3
Denise Higgins, OR
Christopher Hogan, 		
Nutrition Services
Lindsay Hopkins, R3
Rebecca Jaynes, Psychiatry
Tiffany Jensen, R5
Yong-Ri Jin, MMCRI
Maureen Kalloch, R1
Karen Koulovatos,
Human Resources
Nancy Laxson,
Care Management
Thomas LeRoy,
Employee Health
Pierre Morneault, ED
Alison Nathanson,
Maine Medical Partners
Heidi Patrie,
Vocational Services
Elese Ray, BBCH
Stacey Reilly, Radiology
Henrietta Rogers, Health 		
Information Management
Clifford Rosen, MMCRI
Karen Stowe, MMCRI
Jennifer Taylor, SCU
Heather Valliere, Health 		
Information Management
Vicki Vaughan, R3
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Upcoming Events
at MMC
Pirates Game to
Benefit BBCH
Friday, November 2

Looking Back . . .
Oaks League Champions Sport a
Familiar Face

2013 Benefits Election
Open Enrollment Begins
Wednesday, November 7
Cairns Symposium
Paging God: Religion in
the Halls of Medicine
Wednesday, November 7
Dana Auditorium
Veterans Day Holiday
Monday, November 12
Thanksgiving Holiday
Thursday, November 22
Photo courtesy Maine Medical Center Archives

For details on these and
other events, check out
the MMC Calendar on
the Intranet homepage.

In September of 1952, the Maine General Hospital’s softball team was
wrapping up the season. It had been a successful one with nine wins,
three losses, and the Oaks League championship. Sponsored by the
Employees’ Recreation Association, the players went on to win the first
round of the city tournament, but were then defeated by the VFW team.
John Lucey, far right in the front row, pitched for all 29 games played
that year. The leading batter was third baseman, Michael Kilmartin
(.560), far left in the back row. Yes, that Mike Kilmartin, who is still at
MaineHealth.

What’s Happening is published monthly at Maine Medical

Center for members of the hospital community and for friends
of the institution throughout Maine and northern New England.

22 Bramhall Street
Portland, ME 04102-3175

Comments, questions and suggestions may be addressed to
Communications & Marketing. (207) 662-2196
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